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An attempt is made to develop a calorimetric method by taking full advantage of the 
differential possibilities offered by the Tian-Calvet calorimeter. This method is intended to 
measure the enthalpic parameter, defined as the limiting value (dilute solutions) of the derivative 
of the partial enthalpy of mixing with respect to the concentration, in liquid In-Bi alloys. The 
results, although rather scattered, exhibit a systematic discrepancy when compared with those 
obtained by the classical direct reaction calorimetry method with the same calorimeter. They are 
in better agreement with the values estimated from simple thermodynamic models. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe a calorimetric method intended for 
measurement of the enthalpic parameter of liquid alloys. Its first application is 
made to In-Bi melts. For a binary alloy (AB), the enthalpic parameter (r/A) is 
defined as 

r/A= lim (OAhA~ 
xa~O ~x ~XA / (1)  

where Ah a is the partial enthalpy of mixing of A in B. 
This enthalpic parameter is a measure of the mutual interaction of two A atoms 

in a dilute solution of A in B: it is the second term (in x 2) of a Taylor expansion of 
the enthalpy of mixing as a function of the concentration [1]. It is also the second 
derivative of the output of the calorimeter with respect to the concentration. 
Clearly, the calorimetric experiment must have extreme precision if one wishes to 
obtain a significant value of r/a a, 

In the past, direct reaction calorimetry (D.R.C.) has been used to measure the 
partial enthalpy of  mixing and its limiting value for dilute solutions (Ah~). From 
these measurements, one could in principle obtain a value of r/A A, but the lack of 
accuracy excludes significant results. In some cases [2], even the sign of the 
measured value of r/] seems to be questionable. 
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Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate this parameter by means of thermody- 
namic models. Ifa regular solution model [3] is used with Bragg-Williams (B.W.) or 
quasichemical (Q.C.) approximation, the enthalpic parameter takes the values 

a = - 2Ah~ (2) ~AB.W. 

or 

( 2 A h ~  "~ 
q]Q.c. = -2Ah~ exp \ z R T  J (3) 

where z is the average number of first neighbours, Tis the temperature and R is the 
gas constant. 

Description of the methods 

1) Direct reaction calorimetry 

The principle of the method [4] is to drop small quantities (n3 of element A into a 
melt, initially of pure B, in the laboratory cell of the calorimeter. From these 
experiments, one obtains the integral molar heat of formation of the alloy 
(AxBt-x): 

J 
E 

Ahf(xj)= i=l 6 (4) 
n B + /_., ni 

i=1 

where AH~ is the variation of the enthalpy during the i-th addition�9 Provided that 
the quantities of A added to the liquid melt are sufficiently small, the partial molar 
enthalpy of formation of component A is: 

An, 
ZlhA(Xi) - (5) 

ni 

With a linear regression procedure, this method yields the quantities Ah~ and r/j. 

2) Differential calorimetry 

The method is derived from that proposed by Deneuville et al. [5] to measure the 
enthalpy of the order~lisordertransformation in the gold-copper system�9 The basic 

�9 t3Ah A 
idea is to measure directly, for each drop, the quantity 0--ff-A approximated by the 

difference between the two partial molar heats of mixing (Ah ] and Ah2A) produced 
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simultaneously in each cell (1 and 2) of the Tian-Calvet calorimeter at' the 
concentrations x]  and x~. Following Deneuville et al. [5], when simultaneous heat 
effects (Q1 and Qz) are produced in both cells of the calorimeter, the basic equation 
is 

Q1 Q2 
3s - (6) 

KI K2 

where 6s is the area of the thermal curve recorded during the experiment, and/s 
and K2 are the calibration constants of the cells of the calorimeter. 

This equation is valid provided that the heat effects are not too important, so that 
each cell can be considered to be thermally independent from the other. 

i) Calibration method 
The calorimeter is calibrated under the same conditions as the actual experiment 

by dropping simultaneously two samples of A (masses rn i and rn z ; molar mass Ma ; 
heat content between room temperature and the temperature of the cells QA) into 
liquid A contained in each cell. Following Eq. (6), one obtains, after each drop: 

m'x _ K 3s*MA K1 
m Qa + (7) 

A linear regression procedure allows calculation of K~ and ~---~. As will be discussed 

further, the utmost precision is required for/s 
Ks" 

ii) Principle of the experiment 
The principle of the experiment is to measure the heat effect produced by the 

heating of two samples of A, whose masses (rnl and m2) have been carefully chosen, 
and their dissolution in two liquid baths of alloy AxB t -x whose compositions (x 1 
and x2) are slightly different. This operation is repeated many times: for each step, 
the difference between the partial molar heats of mixing at the concentrations x 1 

OAha 
and x z is calculated, and, if it is assumed that ~ is constant within a certain range 

of concentration (0 ~< x a <<. Xmax), the enthalpic parameter is obtained as 

~/A a = lim (OAhA~ AhA(X~)-Aha(x2) (8) 

For the i-th addition, the chemical reactions in the cells are 
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Cell 1 : 

Cell 2: 

( '; ) n]A(sol,ro)+ n f + n ~  nl AB(liq,x~-,,T)---> 
J 

I i-1 ) 
i + n2B+ ~ n~ AS(liq,xi ,- ,T)---> n2m(sol, To) 1 

j = l  

( i )  ---> n2n+ ~ n~ AB0iq,xLr) 
j = l  

where n~ and n~ are the numbers of moles of B in the crucibles, 
i and n~ are the numbers of moles of A added at the i-th drop, n l  

n o is the initial number of moles of A in cell 1, and 
is the mole fraction of A in cell ~ after the i-th drop. Xa 

(9) 

(10) 

The heat balance equations are as follows: 

Cell 1 : 

Cell 2: 

_ " nl ) AhL~-, , r~ + n~ Qa 

( i )  
Q~ = n~+ Z n�89 Ah{xLr,- 

j=l  

(11) 

(12) 

- (n~ + i~=lt nJ2) Ahfx~- , ,r) + n~2QA 

Taking into account the definition of the partial enthalpy of mixing (Eq. (5)), 
these two equations give 

Q~ = n~dhA(Y~) + nil Qa (13) 

Q~ = n~AhA(fi2 ) + n~2QA (14) 

which, combined with Eq. (6), are the basic equations governing the experiment. 
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From these, we obtain 

a. (K16s, _ 1 - (AhA(yi2) + QA) 

k- x ] (y;-A) 
(15) 

Except for the usual simplification, which consists in attributing the value of  AhA to 

the average concentration y~, - (x ,+ x~ ) between two drops, Eq. (15) is exact. 
2 

We nevertheless need an approximation to calculate the term (Aha(y~)). It seems 
reasonable to write 

Aha(y~) = Ah~ +py~ (16) 

OAh a 
where p is the average of the measured values of --~-x" This requires an iterative 

i and n/2 are calculation, whose convergence is that much faster that the quantities n x 

chosen to minimize the term 1 -  Kln--~z 

Looking at Eq. (15), one can easily understand that the crucial points are as 
follows: 

- -  A very accurate knowledge of the calibration constants. The relative precision 
K1 

f o r ~ -  was found to be of the order of 1 ~ 2 . 1 0  -3. 

- -  A careful choice of the quantities n ~ n] and n~. In the actual experiment, they 

, ,-1 ( xl. ] were chosen so that x, x, ~ 0.01 and that the term ', 1 -  K- -~ )  would be 

minimal for each drop (approximately 5 .10-  3). This use of the calorimeter, where 
one tries to minimize the apparent heat effect recorded, requires extreme precision 
in the weighing. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  

1) Apparatus 

The calorimeter used is a Tian-Calvet calorimeter [6], operating in the 
temperature range 300-600 K. The introduction of the samples, the data logging 
and the treatment are controlled automatically by a microcomputer and suitable 
electronic and mechanical devices. The output signal of the calorimeter is amplified 
by a Keithley 150B amplifier, working in the 100 ~tV range, converted to a 
numerical signal and then read by a Commodore 3000 microcomputer. The 
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mechanical introductor and the electronic interfaces have been constructed in the 
laboratory. The weighing of  the samples (Koch-Light,  99.999% purity), a crucial 
point of the experiment, is made with a Mettler UM 3 microbalance: the absolute 
error in the weighing is less than q- 20 Ixg for the liquid bath, and less than 4- 5 ~tg for 
the samples of  A. 

2)Integration of  the thermal curves 

The electric output signal of the calorimeter is integrated numerically. The shape 
of  the thermal curves produced by the simultaneous heat effects in each cell of  the 
calorimeter is rather variable, with no systematic trend being observed: the 
baselines before and after the experiment are generally different, and a correction is 
made in the following way: 

6 s f ( t ) d t -  ( M i - M I ) e - ; - + M  f dt (17) 
T~ 

where f ( t )  is the output signal of  the calorimeter, 
T is the time constant of  the calorimeter, and 
M~ and M I are the values of the initial and final baselines. 

3) Error analysis on the measurement of  the enthalpic parameter 

A rigorous error analysis on the values of  the enthalpic parameter given by Eq. 
(15) is difficult. It is therefore more al~pxopriate to study the effects of variation in 
the important parameters, which are 

- -  the area of the thermograms (6s,), 
- -  the quantities n] and n'z, and 
- -  the calibration constants K l and K 2. 
The absolute error in the integration, estimated by the integration of blank 

effects, is of  the order of + 5. ]0 -6 V's, which represents a relative error of + 5%. 
Such a relative variation involves an absolute variation in the Values of the enthalpic 
parameter which is always less than + 500 J/mol. 

The errors in the quantities n~ interfere in two ways: 

in the term ( l -  K l n ~  fi(ml/m2) - -  ~ , but the relative error is about 2.10 -4, \ Kznl ] (ml/m2) 

which is much smaller than 6(K1/Kz) (1 ,~ 2" 10-3); 
(K /K2) 

- -  in the mole fractions in the denominator of Eq. (15), but the errors in the 
numerator are much more important. 

K1 
The most important effect is the error in K-~2: indeed, this term is multiplied by 
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Fig. 1 Partial molar enthalpy of mixing of indium, Ahl., vs. mole fraction xl. at 562 K, obtained by 
direct reaction calorimetry (3 series 1; [] series 2 
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Fig. 2 Partial molar enthalpy of mixing of bismuth, Ahm, vs. mole fraction xm at 562 K, obtained by 
direct reaction calorimetry 

(ha(Y~) + QA), which is of the order of 5000 J/mol in the system we studied. Small 

variations in ~ (+  1%) involve a strong effect on the average value o f  the slope o f  

the partial enthalpy of mixing (4- 1000 J/tool). This is probably the reason why our 
results are rather scattered. 

Results on the In-Bi system 

1) Direct reaction calorimetry 

Prior to the differential method, we measured Ahi~ AhR~], ~I~". and q~i in liquid 
In-Bi alloy by means of direct reaction calorimetry at 562 K. The results, 
corresponding to Figs 1 and 2, are 
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Ah[~, J/mol r/~, J/mol 

Series 1 - 4 8 2 3  4- 150 8564- 570 

Series 2 - 4825 4- 150 1153 4- 400 

AhB~], J/mol q~i, J/tool 

- 6865 4- 200 3900 4- 750 

The following tabulation presents some results from the literature" 

Authors  Temperature Ah~, J/tool Ah~, J/mol 

Wittig 
and Muller [7] 623 K - 6 2 0 0  - 6 4 0 0  

Robinson 

and Bever [8] 623 K - 5925 4- 150 - -  

Robinson 
and Leach [9] 623 K - 5 7 7 4 +  85 - -  

Our results are somewhat different from those in the literature. In particular, they 
indicate a greater asymmetry of  the thermodynamic properties with respect to the 
composition. It should be noted that the results ofWittig et al. [7] were extrapolated 
to dilute solutions in such a way that their asymmetry was lowered. 

2) Differential calorimetry 

Figure 3 is the calibration curve of the calorimeter, corresponding to Eq. (7). The 
values of  the calibration constant are 

K 1 = 61.208 + 0.630 W/V, 

i I = 0.9 ~ 1.0 1.1 1.2 
-; _ f  011Qz 

- 3 -  

T 
Fig. 3 Calibration curve of  the calorimeter at 562 K in the differential method,  according to Eq. (7) 
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�9  .e va, osof, In = = obtained by differentia! calorimetry 

2455 

Series 1 

xl. cSh 6x ~x 

.01938 52.6 .00952 5910 

.02877 60.4 .00919 6576 

.03720 17.9 .00889 2014 

.04114 32.8 .00856 3835 

.05583 43.3 .00823 5263 

.06507 27.5 .00790 3476 

Series 2 

xl. 6h fix ~x 

.02258 37.1 .00669 5552 

.03183 -48 .2  .00642 - 7502 

.03941 31.5 .00621 5075 

.04782 6.3 .00598 1056 

.05646 42.0 .00575 7300 

.06511 32.9 .00550 5980 

.07346 39.5 .00525 7529 

.08092 1.7 .00504 336 

.08760 17.8 .00488 3650 

Series 3 

Xln 5h t~x ~x 

.01263 46.1 .01174 3925 

.02083 81.3 .01107 7343 

.02937 29.3 .01065 2756 

.03809 30.8 .01046 2951 

.04763 6.3 .01017 616 

.05834 70.2 .00954 7357 

.07000 84.5 .00886 9532 

.08091 - 2.5 .00832 - 306 

.08901 12.3 .00788 1567 

.09593 19.1 .00758 2512 

.10345 39.8 .00733 5432 

.11165 44.1 .00707 6244 
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Table 2 Values of r/I] \ 0XBi /t ~X obtained by differential calorimetry 

Series 1 

xBi ~h 6x ~-x 

.00722 - 57.3 .01068 - 5026 

.01145 122.6 .01052 11650 

.01558 53.2 .01037 5133 

.02030 - 47.5 .01020 - 4654 

.02542 14.4 .01000 1437 

.03074 175.2 .00980 17879 

.03574 - 6.5 .00959 - 673 

.04282 18.5 !00801 2304 

.05248 27.4 ,00759 3611 

Series 2 

xBi 6h ~x ~xx 

.00876 10.4 .01031 1012 

.01523 27.6 .01010 2732 

.02042 - 113.9 ~0996 - 11437 

.02629 29.1 .00976 2980 

.03120 84.4 100956 8823 

.03500 82.8 .00932 8876 

.03990 16i.7 ,00917 17633 

.04469 - 114.9 .00902 - 12742 

.04893 142.3 .00825 17244 

.05374 127.7 .00715 17850 

and 

K1 
- 0.98268 + 0.00125 

K2 

Table 1 presents the detailed results of the measurements of 0Ahln Table 2 gives 
0 x  " 

O A hsi 
those relative to ~ .  These values are scattered. This is not so surprising if it is 

remembered that they correspond to the second derivative of the output of the 
calorimeter. If we start from these values, however, and recalculate the partial 
enthalpies of mixing (they are plotted in Figs 4 and 5) and, from there by linear 
regression, calculate the mean caiue of the enthalpic parameter, we obtain: 
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Ahr., J/mol [" ~hn, J/mol 

Series 1 -4787 4365 
Series 2 - 4860 3862 
Series 3 -4816 4102 

dh~i, J/tool t/nBi, J/mol 
Series 1 - 6917 4250 
Series 2 - 6957 5060 

0 002 O.O& 0.0 6 _41/41 ' I ' I ' I ' 

~ o .,,~,., ~ ' '6" ' '~ ' '~  
/ ~,,~,~'___ ~ - ' ~ ,  . , .v J 

- I -  

){In 

0.06 Il- 
l 

Fig. 4 Partial molar enthalpy of mixing of indiam, Ah~, vs. mole fraction x~. at 562 K, obtained by 
differential calorimetry. [] series 1; �9 series 2; (9 series 3 

- - 6 6  

~ - 7 0  

XBi 
002 0.04 0.06 -._ 

' I ' I ' O I 

Fig. 5 Partial molar enthalpy of mixing of bismuth, AhBt, vs. mole fraction xsi at 562 K, obtained by 
differential calorimetry. �9 series 1; [] series 2 
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An error analysis on these values is rather difficult since the values of Ah a 
obtained by the differential method are strongly correlated: indeed, the i-th value 
depends on the ( i_  1) previous ones. This clearly causes a larger error in the value of 
Ah~, as can be seen from our results. Direct reaction calorimetry seems better suited 
to measure that quantity. In contrast, direct reaction calorimetry is known to yield 
unreliable values of  r/a a. The differential method we have investigated yields values 
of t/,~ which, although still scattered, are significantly different from those obtained 
with the direct reaction calorimetry method. The reason for this discrepancy is not 
clear, but one might think of  some kind of systematic error, which is avoided in 
direct measurements of  t/a a by means of  the differential method. The only possible 
way to assess these results is to compare them with the values estimated from 
various thermodynamic models. 

3) Estimations from thermodynamic models 

Besides the classical regular solution model (Eqs (2) and (3)), which assumes that 
thermodynamic properties are symmetrical with respect to the concentration, other 
models can be used: 

- -  The sub-regular solution model [10], which assumes a random distribution of 
the atoms and asymmetry such that 

tl] = 2(Ah~ - Ah~ (18) 

- -  The surrounded atom model [11], in the quasichemical approximation, which 

gives 

tl] = - z R T ( 2 4 z _  1 In (4z_1) + ( z -  1)42 In (42)) (19) 

where 4 z_ 1 and 42 can be calculated from Ah~ and Ah~. 
The quasichemical models require a knowledge of z (coordination number). 

Following the X-ray diffraction results of Bek, Nold and Steeb [12], we take the 
average value z = 9 in liquid In-Bi melts. 

Finally, taking our experimental values (Ah~ = - 4825 J/mol and 
Ah~i = -6865  J/mol), with the models cited above we obtain 

Approximation q[",, J/mol q~i, J/mol 

Regular solution (B.W.) 
Regular solution (Q.C.) 
Sub-regular solution 
Surrounded atom (Q.C.) 
Our results (D.R.C.) 
Our results (differential method) 

9652 13730 
7672 9908 
5570 17810 
5381 16083 
1000 3900 
4100 4650 
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These estimations suggest that the differential calorimetric method we propose 

yields better values of  the enthalpic parameter. 

Conclusion 

This paper presents an attempt to measure directly the enthalpic parameters in 

liquid In-Bi melts. The method we propose takes full advantage of  the differential 

capacity of the Tian-Calvet calorimeter. The method mostly relies on a careful 

choice of  the quantities of  reactants, so that the calorimeter is used as a zero 

detector. It requires a very accurate weighing of the samples and a very accurate 

calibration of the calorimeter. The second point is the crucial point and probably 

the most difficult to achieve, since small variations in the calibration constants of  

the calorimeter may occur between the calibration and the actual experiment. 
Direct reaction calorimetry yields accurate values of  the partial enthalpies of  mixing 

at infinite dilution, whereas the differential calorimetric method seems better suited 

for determining the enthalpic parameters. In any case, for the measurement of the 

latter, the two methods yield significantly different values. Although rather 

scattered, those obtained by the differential method are in better agreement with the 

estimations of  various thermodynamic models. 

The reason for this discrepancy between the methods is not clear. It should be 

interesting to apply these methods to other, more energetic systems, in order to 

clarify this point. 
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Zusammenfassung - -  Es wurde der Versuch unternommen, ein kalodmetrisches Verfahren zu 
entwickeln, das die Vorteile der Differentiation beim Tian-Calvet-Kalorimeter you ausnutzt. Mittels 
dieser Methode soUte unter Be~cksichtigung der Konzentration an fliissigen In-Bi Legierungen ein 
Enthalpieparameter gemessen werden, der als Grenzwert (verdfinnte L6sung) der Ableitung der 
partieUen Mischungsenthalpie definiert wurde. Die Ergebnisse zeigen trotz gr6Berer Streuung eine 
systematische Abweichung yon den Werten, die auf demselben Kalorimeter mit dem klassischen DRC- 
Verfahren erhalten wurden und befinden sich in besserer Obereinstimmung mit den Werten, die auf der 
Basis einfacher thermodynamischer Modelle gesch~itzt wurden. 

Pe31oMe - -  I-[pe~IlpHHaTa nolII, ITxa pa3pa6OTaTb KaSIOpUMeTptlqCCF~lfl MeTO~ C yqCTOM HpeHMymecrB 
pa3aHqm, ix BO3MO)ZHOCTefi, npe~ocTaenae~b~x Kanop~L~eTpoM THaHa-KanBeTa. MeTo~ 
npe~a3HaqeH ~ua tl3~epe~ma 3HTanbnHfiHOrO ImpaMerpa, onpe~zea~eMoro icaK npe~eabnoe 3HaqeHHe 
(pa36aeaemmie pacTeopbl) HpOH3BO~HOfi napi~aJibHofi 0HTaJIbIIHH CMemeHHR OT Kont~eHTpamm aria 
~ H X  cRaanoe HH~Hfi-BHG'MyT. I-lo.ayqeHm,ie pe3yn~,'raTr~, HMelOII~e oiipe,~e.rleHHi,n~ paz6poc, 
HOKa3bIBaIOT CHCTeMaTHqeCF~tIe paaYlHqHa no cpaBHCHHIO C Ta~OBbIMH, IIoJIyqeHHI, IMH FoIaCCllqCCKHM 
MCTO~OM IIpgMO~ pcaKllOHHOfi KaJIOpHMeTpHH Ha TOM :~C CaMOM gasIOpHMCTpC. Bcc ~e OHH JIyHIlle 
corJIacyloTca co 3HaqCHH~IMH, yCTaHOB~IeHH~MH Ha OCHOBC HpOCTbL~ TCpMO~HHaMHqCC~HX Mo~e~e~. 
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